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can be predicted directly from the model. In the con-text of directed graphical probabilistic models, such asBayesian networks, two foremost formalizations of ma-nipulation are due to Spirtes et al. and Pearl. Spirtes etal. (1993) proposed a theorem, known as causal manip-ulation theorem, specifying the e�ect of imposing exter-nally a value on any node in a graphical model. Pearl(1995), who built his recent work on structural equa-tion models, has an equivalent formalization of manip-ulation. While these formalizations are very useful andbring much clarity into statistics by making a clear dis-tinction between observation and manipulation, theystop short of modeling reversible causal mechanisms.Both approaches imply that if the e�ect of an exter-nal manipulation of a node n imposes a deterministicvalue on it (for the sake of simplicity, we will consideronly such interventions in this paper), the e�ect of thismanipulation on other nodes in the network can be pre-dicted by removing the arcs from the parents of n to n.This operation, popularly known as arc cutting seman-tics, is based on the premise that all mechanisms inthe model represent an asymmetric relationship amongtheir variables. This poses a limitation on modeling re-versible causal mechanisms, i.e., mechanisms that arecapable of working in several directions, depending onwhich of their variables are manipulated exogenously.An example of a reversible causal mechanism is thepower train of a typical car: when a car goes up thehill, the engine moves the transmission which, in turn,moves the wheels; when the car goes down the hill, thedriver may want to use the power train to slow downthe car, i.e., let the wheels move the transmission whichthen moves the engine. The interactions between theengine and the transmission and between the transmis-sion and the wheels are independent of how the powertrain is actually used. Knowledge of these interactionscan be reused whenever these mechanisms are parts ofa larger system.Reversible mechanisms are modeled quite naturallyin the context of equilibrium structural equation mod-els, as nothing in a structural equation implies asymme-try among its variables. It is the context of a model thatintroduces asymmetry among variables. Druzdzel andSimon (1993) related the notion of causality in directedprobabilistic graphs to structural equations and struc-tural equation models in econometrics. They showed



that it is possible to reproduce the joint probability dis-tribution modeled by a Bayesian network (Pearl 1988)by a system of simultaneous equations in such a waythat its independence graph coincides with the causalordering of the system. They made it quite clear thatconditional probability tables in Bayesian networks canbe viewed as descriptions of causal mechanisms and,thereby, be equivalent to structural equations. It is nat-ural to ask the question whether they can, similarly tostructural equation models, represent reversible mech-anisms.In this paper, we build on the result of Druzdzel andSimon (1993), studying the algebraic conditions underwhich a conditional probability table can represent areversible causal mechanism. We demonstrate that rep-resenting reversible causal mechanisms in Bayesian net-works is possible, although reversibility implies strongconstraints on the conditional probability tables.We will use lower case letters, such as v, to denotevariables, and capital letters, such as V , to denote a setsof variables. Furthermore, nv will denote the numberof values of a variable v or, more in general, the numberof elements in a �nite set. �(v) will denote the set ofparents of v in the independence graph of a Bayesiannetwork B. The values of a variable will be called con-�gurations, the set of all con�gurations of a variable vdenoted by C(v), while an element of this set will bedenoted by cv. A con�guration of a set of variables isan assignment of a value to each of them; the set of allcon�gurations of a set of variables V will be written asC(V ), one particular con�guration is cV . The restric-tion cjV of a con�guration c to a set of variables V isthe part of c that assigns values to variables in V .Structural Equation ModelsSystems of simultaneous structural equations, known asstructural equation models (SEMs) are used throughoutscience to model so-called equilibrium systems, reason-ably isolated parts of the real world that are known orassumed to reach a stable state if outside inuences onthe system remain invariant. Such outside inuencesare called exogenous. Their values are determined out-side the system either because we are not willing or arenot able to account for their behavior. The values ofdependent variables, called also endogenous variables,are determined inside the model.A system of simultaneous equations can be easilytransformed into another system that has the same setof solutions, for example by combining two or moreequations together. In general, there are in�nitely manysystems that are extensionally equivalent (that is, havethe same set of solutions). However, a system of equa-tions that is a model of a system in the real world usu-ally has one form that has more intuitive appeal becauseit portrays the causal structure of the real system. Insuch a model, each equation represents a conceptuallydistinct causal mechanism (Simon 1953). The conceptof a structural equation is a semantic one; it is in generalimpossible to decide syntactically whether an equation

is structural or not, though we can obtain strong cluesfrom experimentation and, to a lesser extent, from ob-servation (Wold 1954).A generic form of an equation that we will usethroughout this paper isf(x1; x2; : : : ; xn; E) = 0 ; (1)where f is some algebraic function, its arguments x1,x2, . . . , xn are various system variables, and E is anerror variable. This form is usually called an implicitfunction. In order to obtain a variable xi (1 � xi � n)as a function of the remaining variables, we must solvethe equation (1) for xi. We say that the functionxi = g(x1; x2; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xn; E) (2)found in this way is de�ned implicitly by (1) and thatthe solution of this equation gives us the function ex-plicitly. Often, the solution can be stated explicitly interms of elementary functions. In other cases, the so-lution can be obtained in terms of an in�nite series orother limiting process; that is, one can approximate (2)as closely as desired.Example: The following system of equations is ourperception of the relationship between heart disease (h),blood cholesterol level (c), wine consumption (w), av-erage age (a), and amount of fat in the diet (d) of apopulation.8>>><>>>: w = c0d = c1a = c2c = �d+ �w + c3h = w + �c+ "a+ c4 j jj j j@@R@@R ��	 ��	?hw ca d
2The relations among variables in a self-containedmodel of structural equations are asymmetric. For ex-ample, if we increase w, h will be a�ected; but modi-fying the last equation will leave w untouched. This isbecause heart disease (h) depends (indirectly) on wineconsumption (w) but not vice versa. Examining thedependencies captured by equations, and asymmetriesthat they imply for the model variables, leads to an or-dering of the variables that is represented by the graphon the right hand side. Simon (1953) developed an algo-rithm for explicating this ordering, and argued that, ifall equations in the model are structural and all exoge-nous variables in the model are truly exogenous in thesystem, the resulting graph can be interpreted causally.The advantage of a structural form is that it supportsprediction of the e�ects of changes to the system. Suchchanges are modeled by replacing or modifying thosemechanisms that are a�ected by the intervention. Forexample, a government campaign to increase wine con-sumption would be modeled by increasing c0 while in-vention of a new medicine to increase resistance to heartdisease would be modeled by modifying the last equa-tion. The ability of SEMs to predict the e�ect of ma-nipulation, or, as it is often called, change in structure,has been known in econometrics since the inception ofthe concept of structural equation models. The semi-nal work of Simon explicated this property and gave it



a causal interpretation. We will refer to this view ofcausality as mechanism based.Causal ReversibilityThe formalizations proposed by Spirtes et al. (1993)and Pearl (1995) assume that imposing a value on avariable renders that variable independent of its directcauses. This means that taking action on a variablecan never be relevant to that variable's causes. Thismay seem evident in situations where there is a strongasymmetric relationship between the variable and itscauses; for example, wearing a raincoat protect fromgetting wet but it does not make the rain go away. Butin many areas where a cause and e�ect variable aremore on a par with each other, one cannot be sure thecause variable will not be a�ected by tampering withthe (former) e�ect variable. For example, acting on thewheels of a car does not normally break their link totransmission; a modern electric train will use its engineas a generator when braking, thereby feeding electricityback to the power lines.Structural equation models have no di�culty withmodeling this type of dependencies. Replacement ofone equation by another can in general reverse the di-rection of causal ordering between variables. To modela decision, or an action, we add an equation that de-scribes the intervention. When the intervention is sostrong that it sets the manipulated variable to a speci�cvalue, we add an exogenous equation, i.e., an equationthat sets a variable to a constant value. After addingthis equation, the system is overconstrained and needsto be relaxed by removing another equation, in generalnot the one that determined the value of the manipu-lated variable in the original causal graph. Dependingon the choice of this relaxing equation, the causal or-dering of the modi�ed system can be quite di�erent; inparticular, the direction of causation between any pairof variables can be reversed.Example: Consider a cylinder �lled with ideal gas.The condition of the gas can be described by its tem-perature (t), pressure (p), and volume (v), and the rela-tionship between these three is given by the perfect gaslaw pv=t = C, where C is a constant. Suppose we setthe volume and the temperature externally. This situ-ation is captured by the following system of equationsand its corresponding causal graph:( t = c0v = c1pv=t = c3 j j jAAAU ����t p vCausal ordering will reveal that both temperatureand volume a�ect pressure. Changing temperature, forexample, will a�ect pressure but not volume. However,if we change the context in which the mechanism thatties temperature, volume, and pressure is embedded,for example by allowing the cylinder to expand so thatthe pressure will be equal to the outside pressure, the

resulting system will be:( t = c0p = c2pv=t = c3 j j j-����t p vIn this system, we have replaced the equation that�xed the volume with an equation that �xes the pres-sure, leaving the mechanism that ties them intact. Nowthe new volume can be computed by substituting the�rst two equations in the third and solving for v. Theresulting new causal ordering will show that volume hasbecome endogenous, being a�ected by temperature andpressure. In e�ect, manipulation has led to reversal ofthe direction of causation. 2Algebraically necessary condition for causal re-versibility is that the resulting model is unambiguouswith respect to its solutions. This comes down to theexistence of explicit functions for the causal orderingthat results from manipulation. The following de�ni-tions, and especially the de�nition of injectivity, for-malize the algebraic conditions that are necessary for astructural equation to model a reversible causal mech-anism.De�nition 1 (equation system) An equation sys-tem is a set S = fe1; : : : ; eng where each e1 is a re-lation on a set of discrete �nite variables V (ei) =fv1; : : : ; vmg, ei � C(v1) � � � � � C(vm). The union ofall variables appearing in S will be denoted by V (S) =Sei2S V (ei).Note that an equation can be interpreted simply as theset of con�gurations that are its solutions. In the sequel,we will take that point of view.De�nition 2 (solution) A solution of an equationsystem S is a con�guration c 2 C(V (S)) such that foreach equation e 2 S we have that cjV (e) 2 e.De�nition 3 (compatibility) Con�gurations c1 andc2 are compatible if they assign the same values to thevariables in their intersection, that is, if for each v 2V (c1) \ V (c2), we have c1;jfvg = c2;jfvg.De�nition 4 (substitution) If e is an equation, sub-stituting a con�guration c into e means removing frome con�gurations not compatible with c and subsequentlyremoving the variables appearing in c from each con�g-uration in e.Substitution is useful for obtaining solutions of a systemby recursively substituting con�gurations of variablesthat precede an equation in causal ordering. Note thatnothing will happen if c and e do not have a variable incommon.In the sequel, please note that the order in whichvariables are speci�ed is not signi�cant and is exploitedfor notational convenience only.De�nition 5 (injectivity) 2 Let e be an equation onV (e) = fv1; : : : ; vng. e is said to be injective with re-spect to v1 if for each con�guration c 2 C(v2; : : : ; vn),2This de�nition di�ers from the traditional notion of in-



there is exactly one con�guration on V (e) compatiblewith c.Injectivity with respect to a variable x means that givenan equation and values for all variables but x, we can�nd a unique value for x to satisfy the equation.Finally two last elements useful in formalizing thealgebraic conditions for causal reversibility.De�nition 6 (partial solution set) The partial so-lution set of a complete subset C of a self-containedsystem of equations S is its solution set if it is a root incausal ordering; otherwise, it is the set of con�gurationsof C(V (C)) that simultaneously satisfy the equations inC and the partial solution sets of C's parents in causalordering over S.The following de�nition formalizes the idea that in or-der for a system to admit a causal interpretation, itmust have a unique solution for each choice of its ex-ogenous variables.De�nition 7 (causal unambiguity)A system is causally unambiguous if the partial solu-tion sets of its complete subsets are singleton for eachcon�guration of its exogenous variables.When reordering a manipulated system of equations, ingeneral mechanisms will be reversed. This means thecon�guration of exogenous and endogenous variableswith respect to an equation will change. The follow-ing theorem states the implications that De�nition 7has on reversibility; that is, what property equationshave to satisfy in order for reordering to render a sys-tem causally unambiguous.Theorem 1 (reversibility) Let S be an unambiguoussystem of equations and S 0 be a system of equations thatis the result of some intervention on S. S 0 is causallyunambiguous if each equation e 2 S 0 is injective withrespect to its endogenous variable.Proof: For root nodes, the theorem follows triviallysince injectivity of an exogenous equation means it hasa unique solution so it has a singleton partial solution.Assume an equation e on V (e) = v1; : : : ; vn is in-jective with respect to its endogenous variable v1, andassume its parent partial solution sets are singleton. Itfollows that there is only one con�guration c2;:::;n 2C(v2; : : : ; vn) compatible with the parent partial solu-tions.According to De�nition 5, there is exactly one con-�guration c1;:::;n compatible with c2;:::;n and thus thepartial solution is unique. The theorem now follows byinduction. 2Theorem 1 is merely a reformulation of the constraintput on reordering in the previous section. It says that,in order for reordering after an intervention to yield anunambiguous system, equations need to be expressedas an explicit function from the exogenous variables tothe endogenous variable.jectivity (e.g., (Rudeanu 1974)) in that it implies that erepresents a function that is complete on its domain.

Bayesian NetworksInformally, the graph of a Bayesian network (Pearl1988) encodes qualitative knowledge about relevance re-lationships in a domain. Its nodes represent discrete, �-nite stochastic variables and contain numerical informa-tion about the probabilities of their values conditionalon the values of their parents in the graph. By exploit-ing the graph as a means of specifying the conditionalindependencies that must hold between sets of nodes,a Bayesian network can be used to economically rep-resent a joint probability distribution on the nodes ofthe graph. E�cient algorithms exist for absorbing ev-idence about the values of nodes into the network andupdating marginal probabilities accordingly. Bayesiannetworks can thus be used for probabilistic inference.In what follows, we will consider Bayesian networkswith discrete variables that can take on any �nite num-ber of values.De�nition 8 (Bayesian network) A Bayesian net-work B is a tuple (G;F ) where1. G = (V (G); A(G)) is an acyclic directed graph withvertices V (G) = fv1; : : : ; vng; n � 1, and arcs A(G),and2. F = ffvjv 2 V (G)g is a set of real-valued nonnega-tive functions fv : C(v)�C(�(v)) ! [0; 1], called con-ditional probability assessment functions, such thatfor each con�guration c�(v) of �(v), we haveXcv2C(v) fv(cv ; c�(v)) = 1 (3)A joint probability distribution can also be representedby a system of simultaneous equations. Druzdzel andSimon (1993) were able to reproduce the joint distri-bution over a Bayesian network by representing eachconditional probability table by an equation with errorterms, and have subsequently proven that causal order-ing of this system yields a graph that is isomorphic tothe independence graph of the Bayesian network. Inter-preting the independence graph as a causal model thenamounts to assuming that the corresponding equationsare structural.The representation of probability tables as equationsused in (Druzdzel & Simon 1993) was for the sake ofsimplicity of exposition limited to Boolean variables.To allow for a convenient and compact representationof conditional probabilities of multiple-valued variables,we introduce the concept of a probability matrix.De�nition 9 (probability matrix) Let B be aBayesian network (G;F ) on variables V = v1; : : : ; vn,and let v 2 V . The probability matrix Mv of v is atwo-dimensional matrix, where columns are indexed bythe con�gurations C(�(v)) of parents of v while the rowsare indexed by C(V ), the values of v.Each cell of Mv is assigned an interval of [0; 1] insuch a way that1. all intervals in a column of Mv are mutually exclu-sive,



v1 true falsev2 true false true falsev3 true 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.1false 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.9v1 true falsev2 true false true falsev3 true [0; 0:9] [0; 0:8] [0; 0:7] [0; 0:1]false (0:9; 1] (0:8; 1] (0:7; 1] (0:1; 1]Figure 1: An example of a probability table Pr(v3jv1v2)(upper table) and its corresponding probability matrix(lower table).2. the union of all intervals in a column is equal to [0; 1],and3. the length of each interval is equal to the correspond-ing conditional probability.In other words, the intervals in a column of the matrixpartition the interval [0::1] in such a way that we have,for each con�guration cv 2 C(v) and c�(v) 2 C(�(v))Pr(� 2Mv(cv ; c�(v))) = fv(cv ; c�(v)) : (4)Example: The only di�erence between a probabil-ity table and a probability matrix is the fact that inthe latter, probabilities have been replaced by subsetsof the intervals [0; 1]. Figure 1 shows an example of aprobability table and its corresponding probability ma-trix. The cells of the latter are assigned intervals in onepossible way to satisfy the criteria of De�nition 9. Notethat an interval in a column need not be contiguousand that neither the upper cell need to include 0 northe lowest cell need to include 1. 2The following theorem, a sightly di�erent framing ofa theorem proposed by Druzdzel and Simon (1993), de-scribes how the joint probability distribution de�ned bya Bayesian network can be represented by a system ofsimultaneous equations with latent variables.Theorem 2 (representability) Let B = (G;F ) be aBayesian network on nodes V = v1; : : : ; vn as in De�ni-tion 8, that de�nes a probability distribution PrB. Thereexists a system of simultaneous equations S on V thatde�nes a distribution PrS such that PrB(c) = PrS(c)for all c 2 C(V ).Proof: (Sketch) The proof is by demonstrating aprocedure for constructing S. In a Bayesian network,the probability of a con�guration c 2 C(V ) is simplythe product of the probabilities for each node v of itscon�guration cv conditional on the con�guration of itsparents, c�(v). Therefore, it su�ces to replicate theconditional probabilities for each node given its parents.We will construct one equation for each of the vari-ables. Each equation will include an independent, con-tinuous latent variable �v, uniformly distributed overthe interval [0; 1]. Note that 8x(0 < x � 1)Pr(�v �x) = x.

We �rst consider a node v without predecessors. Itsprobability table contains prior probabilities over itscon�gurations C(v). The following deterministic func-tion reproduces these priors:fv(�v) = c if �v 2Mv(c) for all c 2 C(v)(5)A node v that does have predecessors is treated anal-ogously, except that the function that determines thevalue of v takes as arguments not just the latent vari-able but v's parents �(v) as well:fv(c�(v); �v) = cv if �v 2Mv(cv ; c�(v)) (6)for all c�(v) 2 C(�(v)) and cv 2 C(v) 2From the way the system of simultaneous equationscorresponding to a Bayesian network is constructed,it follows immediately that the causal ordering of thesystem is equivalent to the independence graph of theBayesian network. This allows us to use the causalityframework developed for structural equation models ininterpreting the structure of Bayesian networks.Restructuring Bayesian NetworksMechanism-based approach in the context of structuralequation models supports true structural changes thatcan impact the system in such a way that the causalgraph changes completely. Knowledge encoded in termsof conditional probability distributions in a directedprobabilistic graph, such as a Bayesian network, on theother hand, seems to be valid only in the particular con-text, in one mode of operation (e.g., going up the hillor going down the hill in the car power train example)in which the system is studied.A necessary condition for supporting true struc-tural changes in the framework of directed probabilis-tic graphs, such as Bayesian networks, is their abilityto represent reversible causal mechanisms. In order tobe able to represent reversible mechanisms, the condi-tional probability tables have to ful�ll algebraic condi-tions analogue to injectivity in equation-based systems.We will illustrate this point and the possibility ofrestructuring a probabilistic graph with an example.Consider the following system of equations:� x = x0f(x; y; E) = 0 (7)From the system (7), we can easily derive the condi-tional probability Pr(yjx). To accomplish this, we needto replace x in f by x0 and derive the explicit functionfor y in terms of E (note that E , a random variable, isexpressed in terms of a probability distribution).Let us now imagine that we want to model the ef-fect of acting on y rather than on x without disturbingthe mechanism that ties x and y. The new system ofstructural equations will take the following form:� y = y0f(x; y; E) = 0 (8)



Please, note that only the �rst equation in (7) had tobe replaced, as the second equation describes a mech-anism that is una�ected by our intervention. If thefunction f is injective with respect to x, we can derivethe conditional probability Pr(xjy) from it. To accom-plish this, we need to replace y in f by y0 and derive theexplicit function for x in terms of E . We assume thatthe intervention has left the probability distribution ofE una�ected and, therefore, known as a part of knowl-edge about the mechanism. This assumption is impliedby the assumption that f described a mechanism and Ewas exogenous and independent of any other exogenousvariable. Note that all that was needed to derive theconditional probability distributions Pr(yjx) or Pr(xjy)was the functional form f of the equation binding x,y and E and the probability distribution of the errorvariable E .The causal ordering applied to (7) and (8) yields thegraphs of Figure 2 (a) and (b) respectively. Imagine ajj j?��	yx E jj j?��	xy E(a) (b)Figure 2: Causal ordering for the system (7) (a) andthe system (8) (b).transition from the network (a) to the network (b) inFigure 2 that is similar to the transition between thesystems (7) and (8). As proposed in (Druzdzel & Si-mon 1993), a node in a causal Bayesian network andits direct predecessors can be seen as a mechanism andthe conditional probability distribution of this node onits direct predecessors can be seen as a description ofthe mechanism when the functional form is unknown.From this point of view, construction of the network (b)given that we have a fully quanti�ed network (a) andthe fact that the mechanism binding x, y, and E is re-versible, resembles a change in structure in a structuralequation model. Under what algebraic constraints onthe conditional probability table Pr(yjx) would we beable to use Pr(yjx) to derive the conditional probabilitydistribution Pr(xjy) of the new graph?Reversible Mechanisms in BayesianNetworksWe will consider a conditional probability table withassociated equation and investigate what it means tochoose a di�erent endogenous variable. The lower tablein Figure 1 gives an example in the form of a probabilitymatrix as de�ned in De�nition 9.Recall from the proof of Theorem 2 that this tablecan be translated into the following equationfv3(cfv1;v2g; �v3) = cv3if �v3 2Mv3(cv3 ; cfv1;v2g)

v2 true false maybetrue [0; 0:3] (0:4; 0:6] (0:3; 0:4] [ (0:6; 1]v1 false (0:3; 0:5] (0:6; 1] [0; 0:3] [ (0:5; 0:6]maybe (0:5; 1] [0; 0:4] (0:4; 0:5]Table 1: A probability matrix that is sound with respectto both variables v1 and v2 appearing in it.v2 true false maybetrue 0.3 0.2 0.5v1 false 0.2 0.4 0.4maybe 0.5 0.4 0.1Table 2: A \doubly normalized" probability table asso-ciated with Table 1.where �v3 is the error term associated with v3. Nowif, by some intervention, v1 becomes the endogenousvariable and v3 exogenous, then we will have to computea new probability table in which v1 is the dependentvariable. This corresponds to calculating the explicitform f 0v3 of fv3 for v1. Unfortunately, this explicit formdoes not exist because fv3 is not injective with respectto v1 which is shown for example by existence of thetuples fv3(v1 = true; v2 = true; �v3 = 0:5) =< v3 =true > and fv3(v1 = false; v2 = true; �v3 = 0:5) =<v3 = true >.The following de�nition provides us with a conceptthat will express the su�cient and necessary conditionfor reversibility of a causal mechanism captured by aBayesian network.De�nition 10 (soundness) Let e be an equation onv1; : : : ; vn in an equation system S associated with aBayesian network B where v1 is the endogenous vari-able. The probability matrix Mv1 is sound with respectto v2 if after transposing the table with respect to v2 itis still a probability matrix.Note that a probability matrix corresponding to aconditional probability table Pr(xj�(x)) is by de�nitionsound with respect to x. Table 1 shows an example ofa probability matrix that is sound with respect to bothvariables appearing in it. Consistency of a probabilitymatrix with respect to more than one variable seemslike a stern condition because intervals cannot overlapwith intervals in the same column as well as in the samerow; however, a probability table in which the rows ofan exogenous variable vi add up to 1 can always betranslated into a matrix consistent with respect to vi.Table 2 shows such a \doubly normalized" probabilitytable that can be translated into the probability matrixshown in Table 1.The following theorem proves that soundness is a nec-essary and su�cient condition for reversibility.Theorem 3 (reversibility in Bayesian networks)Let B be a Bayesian network and S its correspond-ing equation system. An equation e 2 S on variables



V (e) = fv1; : : : ; vng is injective with respect to a vari-able v1 if and only if e's probability matrix Me is soundwith respect to v1.Proof: ) Assume e is injective with respect to v1.Now suppose Me is not sound with respect to v1. Thismeans that if we transposeMe with respect to v1, theremust be an � 2 [0::1] such that either (1) a column existsin which � is an element of two cells, or (2) a columnexists in which � is not an element of any cell.In case of (1), we can conclude from the way equa-tions are created in Theorem 2 that there must be a con-�guration c 2 C(fv2; : : : ; vng) and con�gurations cv1;1and cv1;2 in C(fv1g) such that both < cv1;1; c; � >2 eand < cv1;2; c; � >2 e which makes e non-injective andthus we have a contradiction.In case of (2), there must be a con�guration c 2C(fv1; : : : ; vng) for which there is no tuple < c; � >2 eagain contradicting injectivity.( Assume Me is sound with respect to v1. Now ifwe transpose Me with respect to v1, again from theway equations are constructed, there must be exactlyone tuple for each combination of a con�guration forthe remaining variables and an � 2 [0::1]. 2Soundness is a condition equivalent to injectivity.When a conditional probability table is \doubly nor-malized," it can be restructured. Suppose B is aBayesian network with node v on which we wish toimpose an intervention. We can do this by translat-ing B to a system S and adding an equation �xing vto one of its values, subsequently relaxing S by choos-ing a suitable equation on a path from v to one of itsroots in causal ordering over S, to yield S 0. Suitabil-ity of this equation depends on semantic reversibilityof those equations that are reversed when restructuringS 0. In order to be able to translate S 0 back to a manip-ulated network B0, the probability tables of B shouldbe sound with respect to their endogenous variables inB0. The probability tables of B0 can then be calculatedby transposing those of B.ConclusionCausal manipulation theorems proposed by Spirtes etal. (1993) and Pearl (1995) in the context of directedprobabilistic graphs, such as Bayesian networks, donot model so called reversible causal mechanisms, i.e.,mechanisms that are capable of working in several direc-tions, depending on which of their variables are manip-ulated exogenously. Reversible mechanisms are mod-eled quite naturally in the context of equilibrium struc-tural equation models. In this paper, we addressed thequestion whether Bayesian networks are capable of rep-resenting reversible causal mechanisms. Building onthe result of Druzdzel and Simon (1993), which showsthat conditional probability tables in Bayesian networkscan be viewed as descriptions of causal mechanisms, wedemonstrated that representing reversible causal mech-anisms in Bayesian networks is possible, although this
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